
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hans Brunner Tool  Auctions        April 6, 2013 

PO Box 5238, Brassall Qld 4305       www.hansbrunnertools.gil.com.au        0421 234 645             Vol  24                      

featuring the collection of Dave Mills, Old Time Builder 

Tool Sales 2013  in April, August & December -  to subscribe to  free catalogues please write or email. 

The low estimate is the reserve – I accept any amount on or over the reserve.  Send in your bids anytime.  Deadline is 12.00 noon on 
auction day. The highest offer wins.  If identical bids are received on a lot the first one in is the winner with one dollar added to clear 

the bid.  I’ll invoice you the day after the sale. Postage is extra. I accept bidding instructions for multiple bids. 

I rate the condition of the lots from P (poor) Fr (fair) G (good) G+ (very good) to F (fine 

 

 

 

 

 

1   Complete half set of 18 even Hollows & Rounds 
(2-18) by Marples. Also included are two sash 
planes numbered 1 &2 plus one of the first named 
OWT routers I’ve come across. No 12 R is a 
replacement from a different maker. G+ $ 200-400 
 

4   17” beech badger plane with 2 ¼” skewed 
Ward cutter and dovetailed boxwood wear 
strip to side. Some bruising to handle and 
minor damage to boxing.  No maker’s mark. 
G+ $ 60-120 

3  Unmarked screw stem plough 
plane, boxwood and beech with 
crisp edges and very good stem 
threads. One of the outer nuts is 
damaged.  G $ 50-100 

2   Rare and early 8 ¾” ebony and 
brass mortice gauge with heavy 
brass stock, adjustable from both 
ends i.e. front adjusts the pins, 
the back moves the fence. No 
markings but I’m pretty sure 
Fenton and Marsden held Reg 
970 for this tool. Some minor age 
cracks, overall G/G + $70-140 

1 
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5   Brass and steel Swiss watchmakers mandrel lathe with crank drive 
and compound slide – all in good working order. Old mahogany base 
is chipped in one corner. Just a hint of surface rust on some of the 
steel parts. Great display piece. Ca 18” x 12” x 10”  G+ $ 400-800 
 5 

 

6 

 

6   Swiss watchmaker’s tour a pivoter or jacot tool with bow and 
one attachment in fitted box. Used for burnishing pivots.  The 
tool is clamped in a vice and driven with the little bow. 10” x 3 ½ “ 
G $ 50-100  

 

 

 

 

 

12   Pre war Norris A1 17 ½” dovetailed steel jack 
plane with rosewood infill and handle. Norris cutter 
looks original and is something of a curiosity: it’s 
marked Norris London on the back and L & H Sorby 
in front. There is about 1 5/8” steel left under the 
slot. Infill excellent, sides very good, sole has a few 
minor rust spots. Top plane. G+ $ 1,000-2,000 

7  Custom made 11” smoother with 
beech infill and 2” Marples double 
iron. Cast iron lever cap with ornate 
brass screw. Minor flaws in casting. G 
$ 60-120 

7 

8  Custom made brass finger 
plane 2 ¼” x 7/8”. Needs a 
better cutter. G $ 20-40 

8 

9   Steel chariot plane with mahogany wedge under brass cross -
bar. Sorby cutter. No maker’s mark, minor flaw in casting. Very 
attractive little plane. Base 3 ½” x 1 5/8”. G 70-140 

9 

11  Massive 1 ½” x 8 1/4 “ Preston shoulder 
plane with custom made cutter. Fix to clamp 
and possibly a hairline crack or scratch to side.  
G- $ 70-140 
 

10  Brass bullnose plane with steel 
sole  in as found condition. Some 
bruising to ebony wedge. Maker’s 
mark on to G. Miller, London 1890-
1914. G $ 60-120 
 

10 

11 

12 
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13 

13  Clifton ¾” shoulder 
plane with an extra 
cutter in original box. 
Minor storage marks. 
G+ $ 100-200 

 

15   Custom made solid brass router with wooden 
handles and one cutter.  7 1/2 “ long. G $ 20-40 

14 

 

14   Record 076 bullnose plane with original cutter. 
Some of the blue finish left. G $ 40-80 

15 
16 

17 

16  Preston bullnose plane with 
ornate embossed E&P lever cap 
and original Preston cutter. Small 
fix to side. G- $ 60-120 17  Cast iron smooth plane with 

ebony or very dark rosewood 
infill. Iron lever cap of somewhat 
basic design. 7 ½” x  1 ½ “. G- $ 
30-60 

18   Mathieson 7B screw-stem beech plough plane with 
boxwood stems and nuts. Some minor stem damage, replaced 
wedge. G+ $ 60-120 

 

 

18 

19  Button chuck beech brace with 
cocobolo head by Arthur, Edinburgh. 
Minor age cracks. G+ $ 50-90 

19 

20 

 

20  Rare cast iron miner’s lamp marked Wells 
Engineer’s Lamp No 4, Patent. 6” long. G $ 60-120 

 

21   Custom made steel rebate plane with 
mahogany infill, snecked cutter and mahogany 
wedge. ¾” x 8” G. $ 30-70 

21 

22 

 

22  Record 778 improved 
rebate plane with original 
cutter, double–arm fence and 
depth stop. G $ 50-100 

23  Top quality Boley watch- 
makers staking set with super 
clean stakes, reamers etc. in 
original fitted box. Anvil comes 
apart for storage. Box and 
content G+  $ 70-150 

 

23 
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 24  Stanley 55 combination plane, 

complete with full set of 52 cutters and all 
attachments in original wooden box with 
replaced sliding lid and partial label. Minor 
surface rust on steel parts, nickel plating 
well over 95%. G+ $ 200-400 

25  Stanley 45 combination plane 1910s 
vintage in original tin box. Complete with 
both sets of rods, cam rest, beading & 
slitter stop plus full set of 21 cutters . Most 
plating  is intact.  G+ $ 80-160 

 

  

 
 

 

 

24 

25 

26 Record 043 small plough plane 
with depth stop and set of 3 
cutters 1/8”, 3/16” & 1/4”. Most 
plating intact, minor rust spots. G+ 
$ 20-40 

26 

27  Stanley 45 floral pattern plough 
plane with both sets of rods, beading  
slitter stop, cam rest and set of  18 
cutters. In original wooden box with 
cracked sliding lid. G $ 60-120 

27 

28  Record 044, complete with full 
set of 8 cutters (I found the others 
not shown). All attachments 
present. Comes in custom made 
wooden box. G+ $ 50-100 

28 

29 

30 

31 

29  Sargent 1080 combination plane with canvas roll  containing 21 
cutters.  Comes in original wooden case. G $ 60-120 

30   Sargent 1080 combination plane with bag containing 
21 cutters. Comes in original wooden case. G $ 60-120 
 

31  Stanley 50S made in England. 
Economy model with reduced set of 8 
plough cutters, chip breaker and 
holding screw for small cutters. Plane 
G+, box G- $ 50-100 

33  Stanley 50 small combination 
plane made in USA. Comes with 
depth stop and beading stop, 17   
cutters in box plus tatty instructions. 
Original black finish well over 95% 
intact. G+ $ 50-100 

 
32 Fence 6H for Stanley 45 combination plane. 
Round slotted screws. G $ 20-40 

32 

33 
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34 

35 

34   Stanley 46 skew cutter combination plane with 10 
cutters  in box with lid plus slitter.  Over 95% plating intact. 
Owner’s mark on skate. The wing nut that holds the slitter 
is a replacement and there is a small cut on top of the 
rosewood fence liner. Still one of the best I’ve seen.  Comes 
in custom made wooden box. G+ $ 150-300 

35  Stanley 55 combination 
plane minus attachments with 
set of 51 cutters in boxes with 
labels and lids.  Clean plane & 
cutters . G $ 150-300 

36 

36 Stanley 50 made in England. Beading 
stop and 7 cutters. Most plating intact.  
G $ 30-60  

39 Stanley 50 USA, nickel plated 
model with 15 cutters, depth - and 
beading stop. Most plating intact 
but needs cleaning. G $ 50-100 

37 Record 050 small plough plane with 17 
cutters, beading and depth stop, chip 
breaker, two sets of rods and small cutter 
screw in custom made box. G+ $ 60-120 

38 Record 050 small combination plane 
with 17 cutters, chip breaker and small 
blade holder, depth stop and beading 
stop. G+ $ 50-100 

37 
38 

39 

 
 

40   Stanley 55 SW, complete with 55 
cutters and all attachments. Cutter boxes 
have lids.  Minor grease spots. G+ $ 200-400 

41   Stanley 55 universal combination plane with all attachments and 55 
cutters in their boxes with lids. Minor storage grease spots. G+ $ 200-400 

40 
41 

 
  

42  Partial set of 52 out of 55 SW cutters for 
Stanley 55. Partial labels, minor rust in one 
box. G/G+ $ 80-150 

43 Stanley 45 complete with all 
attachments and full set of 23 
cutters. Surface/storage rust, will 
clean to at least G  $50-100 

44    Restoration project: Stanley 41 plough 
plane body with repaired fence, two stems 
and depth stop plus one cutter. Body is good 
and well worth restoring. P $ 40-80 
 

42 

43 44 
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45 Stanley 71 router made in England, 
complete with 3 cutters and fence in 
original box. Some paint marks on top. 
G+ $ 50-100 

46  Stanley 78 duplex plane 
made in England, complete in 
box.  F $ 40-80 

47 Stanley 75 bullnose plane made in England. Little 
used with sticker on shoulder. G+ S 20-40 
48  Stanley 98 double marking gauge with rollers and 
(low) pins. G $ 10-20 
49  Unmarked cast iron saw handle, complete and in 
working order but no japanning. G $ 20-30 

45 46 
47 

50  Stanley 90 bullnose plane made in 
England. Little used with sticker in front. 
G+  $ 40-90 

50 

51 

52 

51  Scarce 4” Stanley mitre 
square with good markings 
and most nickel plating 
intact. G $ 20-40 

52  Stanley 271 small router 
made in England. Little used. 
G+ $ 30-60 

48 

49 

53 Stanley 65 boxwood marking gauge 
with brass fittings. SW logo on stem G+ 
$20-40 

53 

 

54  Stanley 75 bullnose plane made in USA . SW cutter, not much 
japanning left G- $ 20-30 
55 Stanley 75 bullnose plane made in USA, V logo cutter, not much 
japanning left G- $ 20-30 
56 Very early Stanley 75 bullnose plane with domed lever cap screw and 
most unusual Rule and Level cutter. Most japanning intact. G+ $ 30-60 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

57  Stanley 59 bit gauge. Most plating 
intact, some dirt. G $ 15-30 
58 Stanley 49 bit gauge. Most plating 
intact, some dirt. G $ 15-30 

59 
60 

61 

59 Stanley 60 ½ low angle block 
plane , late model with most 
japanning intact. G+ $ 30-50 

60  Stanley 60 ½ low angle block 
plane , early model with Pat 97 
on lever cap. Later cutter is low. 
G $ 20-40 
 61  Stanley 65 low angle block plane with knuckle-joint lever cap. 

SW logo on cap and cutter. Most japanning intact. G+ $ 50-100 

62 Disston 8” T bevel with hairline crack one side. Still works ok. Fr $ 5-10  
63 Stanley 8” Eureka flush T bevel with most plating intact. G $ 10-20 
64 Stanley 8” Eureka flush T bevel with half plating intact. G $ 10-20 

62 

63 

64 

65 

65 Unusual round-both ways shave with Mickey 
Mouse ear handles. The tool is 5” long, nickel 
plated and comes with a 2” Stanley cutter. 
Minor loss of nickel plating. G $ 30-60 
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66 67 68 

66  Pair of Stanley 98&99 side rebate planes,  
late models with fence. 99 has a weld repair 
to the handle base and a replaced clamp 
screw.  Perfect users G $ 80-150 

 68  Pair of early Stanley 98&99 side 
rebate planes.  Plating on the 99 
turned copper tone and there is a crack 
in the rosewood knob. G- 60-120 

67  Pair of Stanley 98 & 99 side rebate 
planes, early models without fence 
provision. Both original and complete. G 
$ 70-150 

69  Stanley 79 side rebate plane made in 
England. Complete with fence.  Nickel 
plating is good. $ 40-80 

70 Stanley 79 made in USA early side 
rebate plane without fence provision. 
Black japanned model, some dirt will 
clean to G+ $ 30-60 

71  Record 2506 side rebate plane 
with original cutters. Lacks fence. 
Partially cleaned.  G $ 40-80 

69 

70 

71 

72  Stanley 48 T&G plane. Good rosewood 
knob, most nickel plating intact. Replaced 
cutters. G+ $ 40-90 

72 73 

74 

75 73  Stanley pocket level for rules 
or squares with pressed brass top 
plate. Vial good. G+ $ 20-40 

74 Stanley 80 cabinet scraper SW model made in USA with 
original cutter and partial sticker. G $ 25-50 
75  Stanley 80 cabinet scraper made in England. Little used 
with original cutter. G+ $ 25-50 

76 

76  Stanley 77 rosewood mortice and 
marking gauge with brass fittings. All pins 
good, fence has a few marks but overall G+ 
$ 20-40 

 76A  Stanley 77 rosewood mortice and marking 
gauge with brass fittings. All pins good, fence has a 
few cut marks but overall G+ $ 20-40 
 

 77    Stanley 144 ½ corner rounding plane. Marked ½ on 
sole and cutter. Minor rust spots.  G $ 70-150 
 

77 

 

 

 

78 Stanley 71 router made in 
England, complete with 3 cutters 
plus fence. Most plating intact, 
minor dirt marks. G+ 40-80 
79  Stanley 71 ½ closed throat 
router made in USA. One cutter, 
no fence. G $ 20-50 
80  Record 071 router with one 
cutter. No fence. Most of the 
original finish intact. G $ 30-50 

 

78 

79 

80 
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90  Marples ebony mortice gauge 
with maker’s mark on fence and 
partial sticker on the side. Both 
pins are VG. Ornate brass face is 
unusual. Little used condition but 
there are a couple of small age 
cracks in the fence. G+ $ 30-60 

91  Rosewood marking and mortice gauge with 
VG pins and crisp edges. Marked Toga British 
Made  Several owner’s marks. G+ $ 20-40 

87  9”rosewood torpedo level by Marples. G+ $ 20-40 
88   9” rosewood torpedo level by Rabone G+ $ 20-40 
89   9” rosewood torpedo level by Rabone G+ $ 20-40 

  

 

81  Rabone 18” cast iron engineer’s level 
and plumb. All 2 vials intact. Most of the 
original japanning is intact, worn on top 
only. G+ $ 30-60 
84 Scarce Mathieson 7C  8” rosewood 
level with brass feet and brass top plate 
with early maker’s mark. Small ding in 
brass plate and a bit of the lower back 
edge chipped away but overall G $ 30-60 
85  Fine Mathieson 14D ornate 10” 
rosewood level with top and port 
decoration and brass feet. Original vial, 
crisp edges. F $ 80-150 

82  Starrett 6” engineer’s level with rotating 
tube cover. Both vials intact. G+ $40-70 
83  Rabone 1393 nickel plated 4” level with 
most plating and vial intact. G+ $ 20-40 

81 

83 

84 

85 

86   Lot of 3 levels 12”, 10”, 8” maple, mahogany and 
rosewood, one Rabone, others not marked. All with early 
clear vials. G $ 20-50 

86 

87 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92  Beech marking and mortice gauge 
by Robinson Hall, Sheffield. All pins VG. 
G+ $ 20-30 

82 

93 Rabone 1380 four-fold three feet boxwood 
rule, little used. G+ $ 5-10 
94  Unusual six inch calliper rule, non-folding, 
single width of 2 inches! Double scale on other 
side. No maker. G+ $ 20-50 
95 Boxwood hat maker’s rule with slide, hat & 
head size scale on off side. Some stains. G $ 20-40 
96 Scarce Stanley 68E four-fold two foot boxwood 
rule with metric & imperial scale plus an 
unmarked one foot rule. Some dirt. G $ 20-40 
 

92 

93 

94 

95 

98 

 

96 

97 

99 97 Brass-framed 10” T-bevel 
with ebony inlay – one section is 
cracked.  The steel blade does 
not fit into the stock. Fr $ 10-20 

98  Starrett 12” rule, centre head and protractor.  
All G+ $ 30-60 
99  Starrett 6” steel rule with square. Vial intact. 
No scribe.  No slack. G $ 20-40 

100  Good lot of machinists tools including Starrett surface gauge,  squares 
etc. Minor rust, dark spots are storage grease. G $ 30-60 
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101 

 

 

101  Excellent 21 ½” beech jointer with 
Greenslade Exhibition Medal mark.  
Sole modified to a round. Nice patina, 
very clean plane. G+ $ 40-80 

 
 

103  Greenslade Exhibition Medal mark 
on this beech plough plane. Looks like it 
was severely cleaned a long time ago. 
Wax or oil will make it shine once more. 
One stem wedge only. Fr $ 20-40 
 

104 Moseley, London upside down 
mark on this beech plough plane. 
Stem wedges damaged and there is an 
extra hole in the stock, maybe to 
secure the arm... Fr $ 20-40 

105 Mosely, London sash filletster plane. 
Nicker wedge replaced, extra  strip of tin 
attached to inside of fence. Cleaned a long 
time ago  G $ 50-100 

 
  

 

 

102  Cox & Luckman sash filletster plane 
with boxwood wear strip and boxwood 
stem wedges. Unmolested with nice 
patina. G+ $ 40-80 
 

102 

103 

104 

105 

106  Malloch, Perth closed handle beech plough 
plane.  Well worth restoring. Lacks stem wedges 
and brass diamond finials, rest G $ 30-60 

106 

107  Mathieson # 6 sash filletster plane 
with dovetailed boxwood sole. Discoloured 
on boxwood, replaced nicker wedge and 
bruised wedges but overall  G/G+ $ 40-80 

107 

108 Scarce Kimberly Patent 
plough plane. Restoration project. 
Needs stems and depth stop but 
has centre screw with key.  Some 
damage to fence. P $ 30-50 

108 

109  Custom made 15”  
coopers sun or topping plane.  
Little used. G $ 30-70 

109 

 

111 Beech compass 
plane with boxwood 
depth stop by Hields, 
Nottingham (1830-
1881) one small stress 
crack on shoulder. G 
$30-60 
 

 111 
112  Recent Ulmia Germany 23 1/2” beech jointer. Fixed handle, overall a good plane with 
probably the best sole in the business. G $ 30-60 

110  22” Mathieson beech jointer with 
fantastic patina. Has a few minor age 
cracks on top and one larger crack in 
the sole. Still, wood planes this nice 
don’t show up often. Fr $ 30-70 

110 

112 
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113 114 
115 

113  Four planes by 18th century 
maker John Green 1768-1808. 3,7 H 
& 10,13R. All crisp.  F $ 40-70  

114  VG lot of 7 18th century planes, with great 
patina.  Half are either not marked or the maker 
is under the patina, overstamped etc. I can make 
out Madox, Green, Atherton. G $ 50-100 
 

115  7” T-rabbet with steel sole . 
Scratch one side and splinter off 
the wood sole (the steel sole 
might actually be a fix) G 10-20 

116 1 1/8” dado by Mathieson with Davie Melbourne 
dealers mark. Hairline crack back. G 30-60 
117 ¾” beech dado, no maker’s mark. Some 
discolouration on side. G $ 20-40 
118 Mathieson 3/8” dado. G+ $ 30-60 
119 Mosely 3/8” dado. G+ $ 30-60 
120 Mathieson left-hand dado, altered i.e. cut down 
to the elusive size of 3/16” G- $ 30-60 

116 117 

 

118 

 

120 

 

119 

 
121  Scarce pair of Tongue and Groove planes with fences by Jos. Marples, 
York Works 1871-1883. Crisp edges, great patina. G+ $50-100 
122  3/4” ovolo and ½ “ scotia , no doubt used as a pair  (table-joint 
planes).  Ovolo has John Hall mark. G+ $ 30-60 
123   VG 2 ¼” wide ogee with bevel and a 1 ½ “ wide ogee with astragal. 
Both with overstamped maker’s marks. G+ $ 30-50 

121 122 123 

124  German screw –stem plough plane with 
massive fence. Minor age cracks. G $ 30-70 
125 Rare airtight case plane, double groove 
by John Harley, Liverpool. Some 
discolouration but overall G+ $ 30-60 
126 Great pair of airtight case planes, groove 
and round by Moseley. F $ 50-100 

124 

125 126 

127  Moving filletster with dovetailed boxwood sole by I. Lund, 
London 1805-1831.  Nicker wedge replaced. G $ 30-60 
128  Moving filletster with external depth stop by Mathieson  
(No20) Replaced nicker wedge (nicker is there, but not shown) 
G $ 20-50 

127 

128 

129 130 

129  Fine Grecian ogee by 
Moon, London 1795-1851 
F $ 40-80 
 

130  Drawer bottom plane by 
Mathieson with crisp maker’s 
mark plus decal on side.  
G+ $ 20-40 
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131 Lot of 18 assorted 
Hollows and Rounds – not 
a set- by various English 
makers. Mostly A grade 
planes, complete with 
good wedges and irons and 
mostly free of chips or 
cracks – apart from some 
bruising. Planes are as they 
came out of the tool box 
and might require cleaning. 
G $ 90-180 
 

132 Lot of 18 assorted 
Hollows and Rounds – not a 
set- by various English 
makers. Mostly A grade 
planes, complete with good 
wedges and irons and 
mostly free of chips or 
cracks – apart from some 
bruising. Planes are as they 
came out of the tool box 
and might require cleaning. 
G $ 90-180 
 

131 

132 

133  17” beech badger plane. Minor age cracks to front, minor chip to the front edge 
of the mouth. Maker’s mark very faint.  G $ 30-60 
134   15” long 1 ½ “ round , probably a modified jack. Nice patina, crisp edge. No 
maker’s mark. G+ $ 30-60 

 

133 

134 

135  Lot of 8 assorted 
beads by various English 
makers. All G $ 40-80 
136  Lot of 8 assorted 
beads by various English 
makers. All G $ 40-80 
 

135 
136 

137   Lot of 9 sash moulding planes, 
various sizes and makers. G $ 40-80 

137 

138  German screw-
stem plough plane, 
beech with beech 
stems and nuts. Minor 
stem damage, minor 
damage to wedge.  
G $ 30-60 

138 
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139  Lot of 14 B grade assorted wooden planes including rebate, 
bead, sash etc. All complete with wedges and irons. Fr $ 50-100 
140  Lot of 13 assorted wooden  B grade planes, mostly 
complete with wedges and cutters. Included beads, sash rebate 
etc. Some are a bit dirty but should clean ok. Fr $ 40-80 
141  Lot of 13 assorted B grade wooden planes. including dados, 
beads, rebate etc. Few bits missing. Fr $ 40-80 

139 

140 

141 

 

 

147  Lot of 5 boxwood and beech 
spokeshaves, various English 
makers. G $ 20-30 

 

142 
143 

144 

145 

146 

147 

148 149 

148  Jewellers small brass alcohol blowtorch with 
6 long nozzles. Maker Moore & Weight, Sheffield. 
G $ 20-40 
149  Small drill press by Metabo in good working 
order.  Post is 9” long. G $ 30-60 

 

 

142   Hobbies made in England 7 ½” 
Archimedean drill with metal slide. G 
$10-20 
143  Early English 14” Archimedean 
drill with butterfly nut chuck. Stained 
beech with nice patina. G+ 15-30 
144  Impressive 13” Archimedean drill 
with ebonised handle and slide and 
brass-ball flywheel. G 20-40 
145  14” English Archimedean drill 
with simple collet. $ 10-20 
146  Early ratcheting (corner) drill with 
elegant rosewood handle and simple 
square chuck with wing nut. No 
maker’s mark. G+ $ 20-50 

150 

151 

150 Lot of 8 London pattern 
screwdrivers plus a turnscrew. Different 
makers including Mathieson, Footprint 
etc. G $ 30-60 
151 Lot of 14 different Yankee type 
screwdrivers. G $ 30-60 
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152  Hockley Abbey 1150 one 
foot four fold rule. Small crack 
G $ 15-30 
153 Rabone rope gauge in 
original condition. G+ $ 20-40 
154 Rabone 1462  3” boxwood 
calliper rule. G $ 20-40 
155 Two Rabone boxwood 
tailor’s squares. Some paint 
marks and discolouration.   
Fr /G $ 20-40 

 

 

 

 

 

152 

153 

154 
155 

156 Preston 12” boxwood level 
and rule with plumb. Both vials 
intact. Minor discolouration. G+ 
20-40 
157  Rabone 1247 two-fold 
boxwood rule with brass slide. 
Lines and squares marking. Minor 
discolouration. G+ $30-60 

156 

157 

158 

158 Rabone 1190 two feet four-fold 
boxwood rule with clino and level.  G+ 
$ 25-50 159  Three-fold 

tailor’s rule with 
various scales plus a 

shoemaker’s 
measure  by 

Ullathorne  complete 
but discoloured. G/Fr 

$10-20 

159 

160 

161 

160 Three-fold Rabone ironmonger’s rule with brass calliper. One section (front) 
faded 50%, overall G $ 40-80 
161 Three Rabone two-fold two feet brass rules, all with slightly different 
markings. G+ $ 20-40 

162 

162  3” polished  brass plumb bob with 
steel tip by Marples. G+ $ 20-40 

163 

164 

163   3 1/4 “ brass plumb 
bob with long neck and 
steel tip. No maker’s 
mark. G $ 20-30 
164  Tiny  1 ½” brass 
plumb bob with ½ “ steel 
tip. Marked 00 S –I’m 
pretty sure it’s made by 
Record. G+ $ 20-40 
165  4” / 800gram brass 
plumb bob with steel tip 
and knurled decoration 
to screw and middle. G $ 
20-40 

165 

166  Scarce surveyor’s brass plumb 
bob by Stanley London. Long neck 
and screw with domed finial. 4 ½ “ 
long. Still has original finish. F $ 30-60 

166 

167 

167  3” / 16 oz brass plumb 
bob with steel tip by Henry 
Boker. G $ 20-40 

168  Surveyor’s steel tape with 
brass handles by Rabone plus 3 
leather bound tapes by Rabone, 
Hockley Abbey and a German 
make. G $ 30-60 

168 

169 

169  Rabone “Metallic” cloth 
tap in box with torn clasp, a 
little used  Rabone metric 
and imperial 33’ steel tape 
plus a fine Rabone “metallic” 
33’ tape  G+ $ 30-60 
 

170 170 Two Starrett steel tapes, 
one boxed. G+ $ 20-40 
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171  Carter 5 in little used condition. Comes 
in original but tatty box with faded label. 
Minor paint mark to handle. G+ $ 60-120 

171 

 

172  Turner 4 smooth 
plane, all original including 
Turner/ Berg Shark brand 
cutter. In box with 
paperwork. G+ $ 70-140 

172 173   Turner 7 jointer plane with original Turner 
cutter and red cellulose acetate handles that might 
have been a good idea back then but now they hold 
the bolt and screw like a steel vice! Ca 80% 
japanning, minor storage marks and lost most of the 
nickel plating on the lever cap. Very hard to find 
size. G $ 100-200 
 

 

 

173 

 

 
 

 

 

175  Carter C54 plough plane both sets of 
rods and full set of 8 cutters in sleeve as 
well as instructions. Box original, no label 
and lots of paint splatters. G+ 40-80 

176 Carter C 71 router, complete with 3 
cutters and fence in box. G+ $ 40-80 

174  Stanley 5 jack plane with black 
plastic handle & knob. Comes in an 
Australian box with Australian cutter but 
the plane is made in England – I believe 
quite normal for late models.  G+ $ 40-70 

174 

175 

176 

185 Lot of two Silex made in 
Australia butt gauges. One is 
painted green on one side. 
Both have all 3 scribes intact. 
G $ 20-40 
 

177  Silex Australia 8” T-bevel. G $ 10-20 
178  Silex Australia 8” T-bevel. G $ 10-20 
179  Silex Australia 8” T-bevel. G $ 10-20 
 
 

177 

178 

179 
180   Carter C40 small plough plane, 
complete with fence, depth stop and 
3 cutters in tobacco tin. G+ $ 20-40 

181 Two Select razor 
blade planes plus an 
adjustable vice by the 
same maker.  Not really 
tools but I guess they 
will be collectable one 
distant day.  $ 5-10 

181 

184  Stanley 7 made in Australia in tatty box that 
has lost most of the label. Plane looks unused with 
minor storage marks only. F $ 80-160 
 

184 
185 

  
182  Carter C1 rebate plane with original, little 
used cutter. G $ 30-60 

183   Carter 4 ½ smooth plane with 
original cutter and decal on handle. 
G+ $ 20-40 
 

180 

182 
183 
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186 Late US model 5 ½ jack 
plane, VG rosewood, 90% 
japanning, minor storage 
marks. G $ 50-100 

Storage marks: a number of planes in this collection were stored 
with a thick grease coating that hardened over the years.  If left 
unchecked moisture will get behind the grease and eventually cause 
pitting. You get the same effect in planes left unchecked in their 
original boxes .  So when I mention minor storage marks I mean just 
that... a faint discolouration left after cleaning off the grease or rust - 
it will disappear with use and/or time.  

188 

186 

187 

187 Stanley 5 ¼ junior jack plane. 
Late model with beech handle. 
and knob. Over 90% japanning 
intact. Cutter low. G+ $ 50-100 

188  Stanley 10 rabbet plane made in USA. 
Good rosewood, English cutter about half 
used. Over 90% japanning. G+ $ 70-120 

189  Stanley Tools by John Walter. 1996  2nd 
edition, softcover. G $ 80-120 

189 

190  Bedrock 607C jointer plane 
with one-line Bedrock lever cap, Pat 95 & 
10 in bed, VG rosewood and over 85% 
japanning intact. SW cutter has dark 
burring spots. G+ $ 150-250 
 

190 

191  Stanley 7C jointer plane.  
VG wood, handle has an X mark on the side.  
Ca 90% japanning is intact. Sides and sole are clean. Keyhole 
 lever cap, cutter is a Stanley Australia replacement. G+ $ 120-200 

191 

192  Bedrock 606 jack plane with Stanley logo lever cap. 
Approximately 80% japanning is intact. There are two linear 
scratch marks on one side and one on the other. Bed and 
sole good, cutter and back iron discoloured with storage 
marks. G $ 80-150 

192 

 

193  Sargent 714C auto-set jack plane 
with corrugated sole. Handle could be 
replaced but hard to tell. Close to 
perfect apart from some faint owners 
marks and a few minor punch marks 
to the side facing you.  
G+ $ 100-200 

193 
194 

196 

194 Stanley 7 jointer plane 
 with pat 1910 in bed. Ca 70% 

japanning intact. VG rosewood. 
Cutter is  English. G 

 $ 70-120 
 

196  Stanley 8 jointer plane. Made in USA 
in bed.  SW cutter. Ca 90% japanning is 
intact.  VG rosewood. G+ $ 150-250 

 

195 

195  Stanley 4C smooth plane with Pat 
1910 in bed. Good rosewood, SW 
cutter. Some tool chest dings but 
overall G $ 30-60 
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197 Preston chamfer shave with 
original cutter and a lot of japanning 
left. G+ $ 70-140 
198 Stanley 66 hand beader with 
straight fence and router bit marked 
Stanley. Most plating intact. G+ $ 20-40 
199  Preston spokeshave with original 
cutter. A lot of japanning left. G+ 30-60 
200 Nickel plated Preston  adjustable 
spokeshave with original cutter and 
ornate embossing on handles.  A lot of 
nickel plating left. G+ $ 70-140 

 

197 

198 

199 

200 

202  Stanley 66 hand beader with 
round fence and one beading cutter. 
Most plating intact. G+ 20-40 
203  Stanley 65 chamfer shave with 
early T logo cutter and most 
japanning intact. G+ $ 60-120 
204 Stanley 66 hand beader with 
both fences and router bit marked 
Stanley.  G+ $ 40-80 
205 Stanley 60 double sided 
spokeshave with V logo cutter. Most 
japanning intact. G+ $ 30-60 
206   Excellent brass copy of a 
Stanley 151 adjustable spokeshave 
with Stanley cutter.  G+ $ 30-60 

202 

204 

205 

203 

206 

207  Scare Preston 5/8 
double bead router with 
original marked cutters. Most 
japanning intact. G+ 50-100 
208 Preston ½ ovolo router. 
Both cutters marked. Most 
japanning intact. G+ $ 20-40 
 

207 

208 

209 209 Wooden base of a Windsor beader with two 
1885 patents on side. Lacks cutter wheel. Fr $ 10-20 

 

214   Stanley 151 made in England. Full 
cutter, a lot of japanning.  G $ 10-20 
215  Stanley 151 made in England with red 
lever cap plus a matching  Kunz hollow face 
spokeshave. Both G+ $ 20-40 
216  Record 0151 spokeshave. About half 
of the original blue finish intact. G $ 10-20 
217   Scarce Stanley 63X straight handled 
spokeshave with round sole.  Without 
doubt the best and most versatile of all the 
small Stanley spokeshaves. 80% japanning 
intact, SW cutter. G+ $ 50-100 
218  Another 63X, this one has less than 
50% japanning and also comes with a SW 
cutter. G $ 40-80 

210 

211 

212 

213 
210 Stanley 63 made in England with 
round sole. G $ 10-20 
211  Two Stanley spokeshaves” 51 
early R&K cutter and 53 with SW 
cutter. G $ 20-30 
212 Stanley 67 universal  spokeshave. 
Complete but rough. Round sole.  Fr 
$ 20-30 
213  Stanley 67 universal spokeshave 
with round sole. Good rosewood, 
good plating. G $ 20-40 

214 

215 

216 

217 

218 

 

201 

201  Stanley 603 Bedrock with Stanley 
logo on lever cap. 80% plus japanning, 
clean sides and VG rosewood. Pat 92 
cutter is too early but in VG condition. 
The frog has a very good fix to the side 
and the lateral adjuster is attached with a 
screw instead of the usual pin. The mouth 
is a tiny bit uneven but I’m picky! Expect a 
good looking user. G $ 80-160 

 

219 

219  Early Stanley 10 ½ rebate plane made in USA.  B casting in bed. 
Approximately 60% japanning intact. Good rosewood, cutter is very 
low. Minor tool chest dings around the edges; minor storage marks. 
Overall G $ 60-120 
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220 Stanley 5 low knob with two 02 
patents in bed. Original early rosewood 
handle, Pat 92 cutter. Ca 30% japanning.  
G $ 40-80 
 

222 Late model Stanley 5 made in USA. 
VG rosewood, 90% plus japanning. 
 G+  $ 40-80 

220 222 221 

223 

223  Stanley 8C jointer plane with two fence 
holes in bed. Not much japanning. VG 
rosewood and a good length Record cutter.  
Some minor tool chest dings on the side but 
overall a clean and good user  
tool. G- $ 100-200  

 

 

224 

  

  230  Stanley 12 cabinet scraper. VG rosewood 
handle, over 95% japanning intact.  Cutter is 
not marked and there is an owner’s mark on 
the side. G+ $ 60-120 

224  Stanley 112 scraper plane. 
VG rosewood, most japanning 
intact. Cutter is a replacement. 
G+ $ 100-200 

221  Stanley 10 ½ rebate plane made in USA 
with SW cutter.  Around half japanning and 
half cutter left. VG rosewood. G $ 60-120 

 

 
231 Early Stanley 12 scraper with 
Pat 1858 on brass screw. 30% 
japanning, cutter probably not 
marked. G $ 50-100 

232  Stanley 289 filletster and rabbet plane with 
skewed SW cutter, depth stop and replaced 
fence from a 78.  Not much japanning left.  
G $ 100-200 

225 226 227 

 

 

225  Stanley Gage G5 jack plane.  Virtually no 
japanning left and there are two almost invisible 
fixes to the cheeks. Good wood. Fr 30-60 

226  Stanley 4 ½  smooth plane. 
Pat 1910 in bed, SW cutter. Good 
wood, around half japanning 
intact. G $ 30-70 

227   Stanley 112 scraper plane with SW 
logo on brass screw, replaced cutter. 
Over 95% japanning intact. G+ $ 120-
250 

228 229 

228  Stanley 72 chamfer plane with Pat 95 on 
side. Ca 30% japanning intact. J logo cutter, 
good wood. G $ 120-240 

229  Stanley 39 ½ dado plane.  
Both spurs present, most 
plating intact. Cutter is not 
correct but fits. F $ 40-80 

230 231 
232 
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233 234 

233 Stanley 72 chamfer plane with pat 95 
on side. Tight hairline crack in handle. 
Cutter is Stanley and looks correct but it’s 
from a block plane. Not much japanning left. 
G- $ 100-200 

234   Stanley 3 smooth plane 
with V logo cutter. 3 patents to 
1910. Good wood. G $ 30-60 

235  Stanley 20 ½ compass plane for parts or 
show. Complete but adjuster screw has chipped 
lower rim – it works downwards but disengages 
when turned upwards. Pr $ 30-60 

235 

 
236 

237 

 

  

 

236  Stanley Liberty Bell 129 jointer plane. 
Pat 92 cutter, replaced rosewood handle. 
20” long.  Back iron lacks spur  
for depth adjustment. G $ 60-120 

 
 

 

 

 

237 Stanley 42 saw set for 
5-16 point saws with 
 copy of instructions. 
G+ $ 20-40 

238 

238  Stanley 43 saw set 
for crosscuts under 
5TPI.  Comes 
with copy of 
instructions 
G+  $ 20-40 

239 

240 

241 

242 241  Bullnose attachment 
with screw for Stanley 72 
chamfer plane. Owner’s 
marks on side. G $ 60-120 
 239  Early Stanley 113 circular plane with side wheel adjuster. Pat 92 cutter. 

Some paint marks on sole, overall G+ $ 80-150 
240   Stanley 113 circular plane. Paint marks and loss of japanning to one side. 
T-logo cutter shows little use. G $ 80-150 

242  Ohio Tool Co compass plane. Same as 
Stanley 113 but comes with a superior, much 
thicker tapered Ohio cutter.  G+ $ 80-150 

243  Stanley 93 rebate plane made in USA. Two 
patents to 1900 on cutter. Loss of plating and 
hairline crack where the top screw bolts the 
two parts together. P $ 30-60 

243 
244 

245 

244 3 Stanley butt gauges, two 
complete with all 3 scribes, one 
for parts. G $ 30-60 

245  Stanley 78 early pre-adjustable rebate 
plane with J logo on low cutter. Complete 
with d/s and fence. Most japanning intact. 
G+ 50-100 

 
246 

247 

246  Two Stanley scrapers, box and 
cabinet. There is an incorrect blade 
in the box scraper. G+ $ 40-80 

248 

247  Stanley UK late model jack plane in tatty 
cardboard box.  Plastic handle & knob, Australian 
cutter. Minor storage marks. G+ $ 20-40 

248 Stanley 194 fibre board plane 
with replaced aluminium handle 
plus a Starkie fibre board plane of 
the same design.  Both G $ 20-40 
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253  Lot of two Swan type hollow augers ¾ & 1” 
plus a 2” dowel sharpener with maker’s name 
embossed along the base. All G $ 30-60 

 

  

249 Lot of 5 keyhole saws, 
two of the wooden ones with 
maker’s marks. G $20-30 

250  Lot of 12 expansive 
bits including boxed plus a 
mortising bit. G $ 20-40 

251 Lot of 8 sharpening stones 
and hones, various makes and 
grades. G $ 20-40 

252 Lot of 5 tool handles, 3 
with bits inside. Front one 
Patent Aug 12, 1884 – 
granted to Sargent. G 30-60 

249 

250 

251 
252 

253 
254 Opportunity lot of 20 
rules, all sorts, all makes. 
I would call them B grade  
-most of them have 
legible markings and no 
damage.  Fr/G $ 20-50 

254 

255 

255  Large lot of leatherworkers tools including 
heel shaves, pinking iron, creasers etc. As 
found condition. G $ 50-100 

 

 
 256  Opportunity lot of 8 levels, mostly 

Rabone, mostly with intact main vials. A few 
plumb vials are missing. The two machinist’s 
levels are 12” long. Fr/G $ 40-80 

257  Opportunity lot of 20 set 
squares and bevels by Stanley and 
others (not all shown). There is 
plenty of surface rust but little 
pitting. Fr/G $ 30-60 

 

 

 

 

 

256 

257 

258 
259 260 

258 Large lot of early putty knives  etc., 
some with rosewood handles. G $ 10-20 259  Lot of 3 bit rolls with ca 50 brace 

bits. G $ 20-40 
260 Leather roll with raw plug set plus some 
other unrelated but interesting tools. G $15-30 

 

261 262 

263 

264 

265 266
 

261 English ½ “ screwbox plus Eclipse S 4 
tool in canvas pouch and Eclipse honing 
guide. G $ 15-30 
 

262 Silex one stem and two 
stem marking gauges plus a 
Stanley 91 two stem gauge.  
G $ 20-40 

263  12” grease gun, rare brass bullet 
mould and an early can opener Pat 1913. 
All G $ 40-80 

264 Lot of 9 wrenches from 18” marked 
Railroad Special to a 4” with stepped jaws. 
G $ 40-80 

265 Lot of 3 hand vices, two small Paul 
Call  clamps plus a new old stock clamp 
type knurling tool holder. G $ 20-40 

266  Lot of 7 interesting pliers, multi- 
tools etc. G $ 20-40 
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276 Lot of 3 (jewellers) piercing 
saws, early types. G $ 20-30 

 
  

270 
272 

270 Stearns saw set in box 
with instructions. G+ 20-30 

271 Eclipse saw set, boxed with instructions G+ 15-30 
272 Eclipse saw set, boxed with copy of instructions G+15-30 
273 Stanley 42 saw set with copy of instructions G+ 20-40 

 

273 

 

 

274 A very good selection 
of 11 assorted saw sets for 
handsaws from 5 TPI 
upwards. G $ 30-60 
275  A selection of 5 saw 
sets for large saws  up to 
approx. 5 TPI. G $ 30-60 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

267   Wheelwrights 21” tapered 
auger with inbent lip (nose), a VG 

and early wood and iron auger 
handle plus 9 26”-28” long  

auger bits. G  $ 40-80 

268  Set of little used No 1-8 
plough plane irons marked 
Warranted Steel. G+ $ 20-40 
269  Lot of 30 assorted plough 
plane irons, different English 
makers. G $ 30-50 

267 

268 269 

271 

274 

275 

276 

277  Joplin Australian made swivel 
type saw vice in good working 
order.  11” jaws. G $ 25-50 
278  Disston Pat 1910 bench type 
saw vice in good working order. 
12” jaws.  G $ 25-50 

277 

278 

  

279 

279 Lot of 3 good turning / bow saws 
with 2 x 12” & 16” blades. All G $ 20-40 

280   Stanley mitre box  with your choice 
of a 26” x 4” or 5”Disston saw. Needs a bit 
of cleaning but seems to be in good 
working order. G $ 50-100 

281  Stanley mitre box with 22” x 4” 
Disston saw. Works ok needs cleaning.   
G $ 50-100 

Lots 280-282 are heavy and/or bulky items. 
Pick-up is the preferred option. I can ship 
anything but the cost for a mitre box with 
saw shipped to TAS,WA is around $ 100! 
Please ask before bidding. 
 

282 282  Collection of restored saws, all with 
good handles and no major issues in custom 
made wooden box  820mm x 23mm x 26mm. 
Saws include 1x3.5TPI, 1x4, 1x5, 1x6, 2x7, 
2x9, 2x10, 1x11, 1x 12, 2x13, 1x14, 2x15.  
G/G+ $ 70--150 

280 
281 
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283 
283  Disston 8” brass-back 
dovetail saw. Edge has been 
filed straight, ready to cut new 
teeth. G+ $ 70-140 
284 Disston 8” bb dovetail saw. 
Minor rust marks. G 50-100 
 

284 

285 
286 

285 Buck, London 8” 
early bb dovetail saw. 
Minor rust spots, handle 
cleaned G $ 30-60 

286 Buck Tottenham Court Rd 9” bb dovetail saw in 
beautiful, unmolested condition. G+ $ 70-140 287 

287  Disston 10 bb dovetail saw. Blade has had some 
use and there is light surface rust that should clean 
to G+ $ 40-80 288  Very early J.G. Graves 14” bb tenon saw. Blade VG, handle shows 

wear with a small chip on the handle spur and  one of the brass nuts is 
missing. G $ 30-60 

288 

289 

290 

291 

289  8” light bb dovetail saw with rosewood handle. 
No maker.  G+ $ 15-30 
290  8” bb dovetail saw with lacquered beech handle. 
No maker. G $ 15-30 291  Disston 14” bb tenon saw with good blade. 

Damage to handle spur otherwise G $ 20-40 

292 Disston 8” steel back 
dovetail saw. G $ 20-50 
293  Disston 8” sb dovetail 
saw. G $ 20-50 

292 293 

294 

294  E. Henry & Co 8” sb dovetail saw. Minor 
rust marks. G $ 20-40 

295 

295 Two Disston compass saws, a Blitz saw for 
mechanics or watchmakers and double side hand saw 
with a mean cut. G $ 20-40 
 

296 297 

296 12” sb tenon saw by Sanderson 
Bros with excellent, early handle plus a 
10” sb tenon saw by Cockrill. G $ 20-40 

297  Disston 12” sb tenon saw with thin wood storage 
sheath. Tiny pitting spots and bruising to handle. Still G $ 
20-40 

298 Lot of 3 good sb tenon 
saws 10”, 12” & 14”. Different 
makers including Spear and 
Jackson. G $ 20-40 
299  Lot of two sb dovetail 
saws 8” & 9” by Armitage plus 
a 14” tenon saw by Disston. 
All G $ 20-4-0 

298 

299 
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300  Stanley 30 transitional 22” jointer plane. Handle spur and top of frog 
broken off. Fr  $ 30-50 
301  Stanley G7 jointer plane. Good bed with a lot of japanning intact. Paint 
splatters, handle broken and needs a new cutter. Fr/G   $ 30-70 

301 

The following opportunity lots feature planes in as found condition. They all have surface rust on sides and sole. Most are  
complete and in good condition- others might only need minor parts and a bit of elbow grease to make them presentable.  I listed 
all the planes I consider worth restoring or the ones that have good wood i.e. no major chips or cracks – in my opinion good wood 
accounts for 80% of the value in most bench planes sizes 3-6. I’m happy to just ship the wood if you don’t want the plane. 
 

 

 

 

302  Record 4 ½ smooth  
plane with close to 100% finish intact. Perfect 
wood, handle with complete Record sticker. G+ $ 
20-40 
303  Record 04 smooth plane with most of the 
original finish intact. Handle split. G $ 10-20 
 

304 Lot of  7 mostly Stanley block planes. Includes 102,103,120,130 G $ 30-60 
305  Lot of 3 Australian block planes. Stanley 220, Falcon 220 and scarce large 
Sharmanco (Melbourne  maker) G $ 20-40 

 

305 

302 

303 

300 

304 

 
 

 
 

 

  

Carter 78 rebate (duplex) plane with fence 
and depth stop. G  $ 20-50 

Carter 78 rebate (duplex) plane with 
fence and depth stop. G  $ 20-50 
 

Stanley 78 rebate (duplex) plane with fence 
and depth stop. Fence screw is a 
replacment. G $ 20-50 

306 
307 

308 

309 310 

 

311 312 
313 

314 

312 Stanley 3 made in England with plastic handles. G+ $ 20-40 
313 Stanley 4 made in Australia. Plastic handle and knob. G $10-20 
314 Stanley 4 made in Australia. Good beech handle and knob, around  
60% finish intact. G $ 10-20 

315 Carter 5 ½ jack plane 
with approximately 70% 
finish intact. All parts 
correct. G $ 30-60 
316 Stanley 71 with Pat 01 
in bed. I think this model 
never had a depth stop.  
G $ 10-20 
 

309 Falcon 4 smooth 
plane, most finish intact, 
VG wood. G+ $20-30 
310 Falcon 4 with 90% 
finish intact. G $ 15-30 
311 Falcon 4, no plating 
on cap, half finish in bed. 
Good wood but probably 
from a Stanley. G $ 15-30 

315 

316 
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The next tool sale is planned for July 21, 2013 
 I’ll be at the Rocky swap meet August 3, 2013. You’ll find me on the oval, just opposite the pavilion.  

My thanks to Dave Mills for consigning his collection. It might surprise most of you but this is my very first auction 
catalogue that features tools supplied by a single consignor.  If you would like to see your tools sold this way please 
give me plenty of notice. It will cost you 10% of the hammer price plus $ 4 per lot listing fee. For a little bit extra I’ll 

even clean and generally make your tools more presentable.  
 

317
 

318 

317  Stanley 7C made in 
USA with 3 patents to 
1910 in bed, low knob and 
rosewood handle dirty but 
look to be free of chips or 
cracks. You won’t find 
much japanning and the 
cutter is low. Fr $ 20-40 

318  Stanley 7 made in 
England with most of 
the original finish intact. 
G+ $ 40-80 

319 

320 

321 

322 

319  Stanley 6 jack plane made in Australia. 90% japanning intact, 
good wood. G $ 30-50 
320  Record 06 with VG rosewood. Maybe 30% finish intact, good 
length cutter. G 30-50 

321  Stanley 5 made in England. Beech handle and knob 
intact. Not much japanning left. G $ 20-40 
322  Stanley 5 ½ made in England. Beech handle and knob 
free of chips or cracks. G $ 20-40 

323  Stanley 4 made in 
England with red compound 
handle. G $ 15-30 
324  Stanley 4 ½ made in 
England. Beech handle and 
knob. G $ 20-40 

323 

324 
325 

326 

327 

328 

329 

325  Stanley 10 rebate plane made in USA body 
and frog. No japanning but body is ok, free of 
chips or cracks. Fr $ 30-40 

326  Stanley 4 made in USA with 
non-Stanley aluminium handle.  
G $ 20-40 

327  Stanley 4 ½ made in England 
with good beech handle and knob. 
G $ 30-40 

328  Stanley 4 made in USA 
with Pat 1910 in bed. Good 
rosewood, approximately 
90% japanning intact.  
G $ 30-50 

329  Stanley 6 made in USA jack 
plane with rosewood handle and 
knob. Over 80% finish intact.  
G $ 30-50 

end of sale 
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